Developer/Programmer (Java/.Net/Oracle)
DirectViz Solutions, LLC, a high-level strategic consulting services firm that meets
mission needs for commercial and government clients, has multiple positions for a fulltime Developer/Programmer (Java/.Net/Oracle). This position, located in “Pensacola,
FL”.

Responsibilities:
Participate in a team environment performing developer/programmer services for high
priority systems/applications. Participate in complex system projects; design and
development of software systems, scientific analysis, and use mathematical models to
predict and measure outcome and consequences of design. Perform revision, repair, or
expansion of existing programs to increase operating efficiency or adapt to new
requirements. Write, analyze, review, and rewrite programs, using workflow charts and
diagrams, applying knowledge of computer capabilities, subject matter, and symbolic logic.
Participate in requirements definition, project management, applications design,
development, documentation, testing, and deployment activities. Analyze user needs to
determine technical requirements. Work independently under specified objectives; work
according to approved statements of requirements and detailed specifications; resolve
problems and deviations according to established practices; apply judgment in selecting
among authorized procedures and seek assistance when guidelines are inadequate,
significant deviations are proposed, or when unanticipated problems arise. Refine and
customize products such as forms, reports, SQL and PL/SQL procedures to meet IT
requirements using developer products. Analyze information to determine, recommend,
and plan installation of new systems or modification of existing systems. Assist in
configuration and installation of developer products on laptop and/or desktop computer
configurations. Consult with and assist computer operators or system analysts to define and
resolve problems. Determine whether networks, workstations, central processing units, or
peripheral equipment are responding to a program's instructions. Analyze performance and
take action to correct deficiencies based on approval of supervisor/higher-level staff. Apply
business and data manipulation principles and methods to technical problems to arrive at
automated solutions. Develop software system testing or validation procedures. Identify
problems uncovered by testing or customer feedback, and correct problems or refer
problems to appropriate personnel for correction. Compile and write documentation of
program development and subsequent revisions, inserting comments in the coded
instructions so others can understand the program. Write or contribute to instructions or
manuals to guide end users. Possess high-level oral and written communications skills;
effectively communicate with all levels of client management, contractor managers and
client agency representatives; adept in generating and conducting briefings, presentations
At least three (3) years of recent, industry accepted experience in complex projects
involving IT software development and/or programming. Position requires IA Workforce
(IAWF) certification IAW DOD 8570.01-M and SECNAV M-5239.2.

QUALIFICATIONS:
-Must be U.S. Citizen
- SECRET clearance
- DOD 8570.01-M and SECNAV M5239.2 Certifications
- The minimum education
requirements are an Associate’s
level degree from an accredited
college or university in a curriculum
or major field of study which either
provides substantial knowledge
useful in developing large, complex
IT systems, or is in Computer
Science, or Computer Information
Systems.
- Three to five (3-5) years of recent
experience in developing /
programming computer systems.
- If assigned as Task Leader, requires
twelve (12) months experience in
supervision of activities

